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Abstract
The traditional pessimistic lock-based concurrency control mechanism which focuses on the data’s consistency and the transactions’ concurrency cannot meet the demand that the in-time database systems make on the temporal consistency. This paper presents a new concurrency control method which is based on the locking, multi-version and single phase commit protocol concurrency control mechanisms, after the improvement of the concurrency control protocol for in-time transactions. Furthermore, we have adopted a method which is based on different concurrency control mechanisms according to the idiographic situation. In this way it can effectively improve the concurrency of transactions and increase the amount of the transactions completed within the deadline and through this database can make efficient.
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1. Introduction
Recently several algorithms have been proposed for concurrency control in a Database Management System (DBMS) (see ref. [1 - 14]). The various research efforts are examining the concurrency control algorithms developed for DBMSs (see ref. [1 - 15]). The Efficient Database Management Systems (EDBMS) have shown the timing constraint of both data and transactions. The traditional lock-based pessimistic concurrency control mechanisms two phase high priority locking protocol can guarantee the transactions serializable, so as to powerfully guarantee the consistency of data. However, because of a high rate of restart of transactions, it cannot satisfy the need of the time management database systems very well. Whereas the optimistic concurrency control mechanism believes that the probability of any two concurrent transactions requesting the same database is seldom. The Multi-version and single phase commit Concurrency Control Protocol are kind of the optimistic concurrency control mechanisms which makes the transaction has a large degree of concurrency by maintaining multiple versions of data items with conformation of transaction in-time constraints. So it is more suitable for efficient database management systems where the transaction has a low rate of restart and delay of cut-off time but a high degree of concurrency. A transaction is normally considered as a program unit that must be executed in its atomicity standard.

The module of a database management system (DBMS) that is responsible for transaction execution is a transaction manager. An objective in most database management systems is to execute multiple transactions concurrently. Generally, transactions could interfere with one another and, as a result, could cause the database to be inconsistent. The techniques that have been developed to ensure the consistency of a database in the midst of concurrent transaction execution are called concurrency control techniques ([2], [3]). This is based on locking protocol system, which is one of the best protocols in database management system. When transactions are executed in a multilevel environment in addition to consistency, it must be ensured that the access control policy enforced by the system is not violated and transactions executing on behalf of higher level users do not interfere with those executing at a lower level. While transaction management techniques are relatively mature for traditional database applications (such as banking and business data processing), it is only recently that concurrency control techniques are being examined for a multilevel database environment. In other words, the developments in multilevel database concurrency control are more than a decade behind the developments in database concurrency control.

Furthermore, during recent years, database concurrency control has progressed beyond traditional applications and techniques are now being developed for advanced applications. Such applications involve heterogeneous environments, real-time processing, long duration transactions, and collaborative computing environments. Furthermore, theory of database concurrency control is sufficiently developed for traditional database applications. Therefore, much needs to be done on concurrency control for multilevel database applications. A new concurrency control method which is based on the locking and multi-version with single phase commit option used to maintain the concurrency control mechanisms. In this way it can effectively improve the concurrency of transactions and increase the amount of the transactions completed within the deadline.
2. Review of Transactions

In the multi-version systems of the, the real-time transactions can be divided into three categories according to the multi-version concurrency control mechanism:

Read-only Transaction (T_r): Always read the data elements that are the maximum timestamp with a less than or equal TransSize in timestamp TS (T_r). In other words, the read-only transaction reads the most recent version of the data before it, so reading-reading conflict or the reading-writing conflict will not happen. T_r never fails (see ref. [8]).

Write-only Transaction (T_w): The old data elements are not modified. But a new version of data elements will be created which is given by T_w as timestamp TS (T_w). So writing-writing conflict will not happen and T_w will not be blocked by other transactions ([9]).

Data-processing Transaction (T_p): It not only reads the data elements, but also writes a new version of data elements. So writing-writing conflict between T_p’s is likely to happen ([7]). From the above analysis we can see that in the multi-version systems of database writing-writing conflict between the data-processing transactions must be effectively resolved in order to improve the system’s performance. This leads to propose a new concurrency control mechanism. This mechanism uses the concurrency control methods of combining the optimistic multi-version with single phase commit protocol and the pessimistic blockade two phase high priority protocols so as to increase the rate of success of the transaction.

3. The Description of New Approach

After the usage of the new method, T_r, T_w will not fail. The resolution of the conflicts among transactions in T_p will be based on the following principles.

In multi-version systems of efficient database, the transaction priority P(T) is mainly determined by Deadline(T), in our paper work, we used the following formula for deadline calculation:

\[ D(T) = A(T) + SF(T) * E(T) \]  \( (1) \)

In equation (1) where D(T) and A(T) are the deadline and arrival time of transaction T, respectively, and E(T) is the expected execution time of the largest possible transaction (a transaction accessing 1.5 * TransSize pages). SF(T) is a slack factor that varies uniformly over the range set by the workload parameters LSF (Low slack factor) and HSF (High slack factor), and it determines the tightness/slackness of deadlines. The Arrival Rate parameter specifies the mean rate of transaction arrivals. The number of pages accessed by a transaction varies uniformly between 0.5 and 1.5 times TransSize. Page requests are generated from a uniform distribution (without replacement) spanning the entire database. WriteProb gives the probability of a page that is read being also updated ([11-14]). In multi-version systems of efficient database, the transaction priority P(T) is mainly determined by Deadline(T), that is, \( \forall A_1, A_2 \in A, \) located

\[ \text{Deadline}(T_1) \geq \text{Deadline}(T_2), \]

then

\[ P(T_1) \leq P(T_2), \]

the high-priority transaction will gain the priority of implementation; order O on behalf of data elements of the conflict, \( \forall A_i, A_j \in T_p, \) \( P(T_i) < P(T_j) \), \( T_i, T_j \) in the conflict of O, then \( T_i, T_j \) will be in following manner:

- \( T_i, T_j \) can deal with the different data items O without disturbing each other, then O will be divided into smaller data items, change the block size of data, and allow low-priority transaction to inherit high-priority transaction’s priority, and assume \( P(T_i) = P(T_j) \) which makes that \( T_i, T_j \) can perform simultaneously with helping each other. Of course, this approach may have some errors, so these errors must be calculated before the submitting phase, if they are in the permitting extent in systems of the efficient database to generate a new version of data items and set O’s timestamp by the final submission of the transaction. This method can effectively reduce the blocking time in the conflict of the low-priority transaction and the rate of restart in reducing the transaction.

- O has the atomicity which cannot be divided further, \( T_i, T_j \) are likely to have conflicts and if using the optimistic mechanism of the commit confirmation, the rollback of transaction is almost inevitable, so in this case blockade mechanism is still used to save resources, and at the same time, the traditional two phase high priority lock means of resolving conflicts have to cause low-priority transactions to restart, which will make the number of transactions for delaying deadline increase. Therefore, according to the mechanisms of commit confirmation improvements will be made as follows:

- In efficient database systems, Execution Time (T) of transaction is predictable. When the requested data is possessed by \( T_i, P(T_i) < P(T_j), \) instead of immediate restart of \( T_i, \) first of all weigh the conditions before making a decision:

\[ \text{DeadTime} = \min (\text{Deadline}(T_i), \text{Deadline}(T_j)) \]
// Order DeadTime as the less one between Deadline ($T_i$) and Deadline ($T_j$);

If (($Current\ time + T_i's\ remained\ time\ of\ the\ execution + Execution\ Time\ (T_j)) < DeadTime) Then

{  
P(T_i) = P(T_j);  
// Low-priority transaction inherits the priority of high-priority one, which improves $T_i$'s priority, thus accelerating their implementation;

Implementation of the $T_i$ comes to the end;

  // $T_j$ waits for $T_i$'s completion and the release of the lock on $O$;

$T_j$ obtains the lock on $O$ and starts the implementation until the completion;
}  

Else

if (($current\ time + T_i's\ remained\ time\ of\ the\ execution + Execution\ Time\ (T_j)) < Deadline(T_i) && Deadline (T_i) > Deadline (T_j)) Then

{  
$T_i$ dies;          // $T_i$ releases the lock on $O$;
$T_j$ obtains the lock on $O$ and starts the implementation until the completion;

  // $T_j$ waits for $T_i$'s completion and the release of the lock on $O$;
$T_i$ obtains the lock on $O$ and starts the implementation until the completion;
}  

Else

// Abandon the blockade mechanism, adopt the mechanism of commit confirmation in order to maximize the number of transactions completed within the deadline

{  
$T_i$ dies;       // $T_i$ releases the lock on $O$;

Start $T_j$’s implementation;

// There is no data locked any longer
Start $T_i$’s implementation;

// $T_j$, $T_i$ simultaneously start implementation;

If $T_j$ finds the risk when commit is confirmed

Then

{  
$T_i$ dies;
// Finding the risk, unconditionally put an end to low-priority transactions to ensure that high-priority transactions can be successfully implemented;

commit $T_j$;
}  

Else

{  
commit $T_i$;
commit $T_j$;
// Operations of $T_i$, $T_j$'s reading and writing can just performed in time to a serial implementation, this can be successfully completed by the commit conformation;

}  

Endif

Endif

Endif

As for the transactions’ conflicts between data elements which cannot be further divided, if the order of the implementation of transactions can still meet the need of their deadline, the priority-inheritance mechanism can be used without changing the order of the implementation of transactions, then use the blockade mechanism to make transactions serialized to save the expense, or abandon the blockade mechanism to use the mechanism of commit confirmation so as to minimize the rate of transactions’ delaying deadline.

4. Performance Analysis

Through the testing comparison between the new and traditional methods, shows how transaction’s different inter-arrival time affects the transaction’s restart [16]. From the above description we can see, as the interval increases,
the rate of restart becomes small due to the less opportunity of conflicts. But when the interval is not long, the new method is significantly better than traditional one. The performance of efficient database systems has a fundamentally different target compared with the traditional one. The efficient database systems require the number of transactions completed within the deadline for the largest rather than the number of concurrent transaction for execution to maintain the largest [4].

The new method makes read-only and write-only transactions never fail and avoids their unnecessary restart. It effectively saves the system’s expense and improves the system’s throughput. As for the data-processing transactions, the new method makes the same data elements operate on different data items of the transaction without interfering but collaborating with each other by changing dynamically the data elements of the block size; when it comes to the data elements which cannot be divided, according to the idiographic situation this method can adaptively use the blocksize mechanism and the mechanisms of valid confirmation for the implementation of the conflicts and create a new version of data elements to improve the concurrency degree of transaction and the amount of transactions completed before deadline. In summary, in different situations the new method can flexibly take advantage of the traditional concurrency control mechanism with multiple versions, blocksize, and commit confirmation, it can improve the concurrency of the system, save effectively the expense of the system. Compared with the traditional concurrency control mechanisms, the improved one is better on performance.

5. Conclusion

As the efficient database systems have a strong time constraint for the transactions and data, and the traditional concurrency control mechanisms cannot meet their needs very well. After the improvement of the concurrency control protocol, this new approach will present a new concurrency control method. With strong self adaptability, this method is able to use different concurrency control mechanisms according to different situations. Overall performance may be improved by 20-30%. It can also effectively improve the performance of system.
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